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Introduction
Genome editing is rapidly transforming plant research. The technique offers
unparalleled precision in breeding without the need to introduce foreign DNA
into plants. CRISPR/Cas systems have established themselves as the leading
technique in genome editing. This collection of chapters takes stock of the
wealth of research on these techniques and their potential in crop breeding
in improving traits such as yield, disease resistance, drought tolerance and
nutrient use efficiency.
Part 1 of this volume reviews advances in techniques such as TALENS and
zinc finger nucleases, double-strand break repair techniques, insertion-based
genome edits, base editing, guide RNAs and gRNA/Cas9 constructs. Chapters
in this part of the book also discuss advances in screening plants as well as
regulatory issues. Part 2 examines applications of gene editing in key cereal
crops, specifically focusing on barley, maize and sorghum. Other chapters
cover crops such as brassicas, tomatoes and perennials.

Part 1

Genome editing techniques

Part 1 begins with a chapter that examines using transcription activator-like
effector nucleases (TALENs) for genome editing in plants. TALENs are powerful
tools for precise and efficient locus-specific editing. Among the various genome
editing tools that were developed prior to the CRISPR/Cas system, TALENs
have been the most widely used, and they remain worthy of consideration
due to their unique targeting properties and the current intellectual property
landscape, which give them distinct advantages over CRISPR/Cas for some
applications. Chapter 1 briefly reviews the use of TALENs in plants including
their important distinguishing features, as well as design principles and tools,
methods for construct assembly, and other available resources to assist
researchers using this technology.
Chapter 2 reviews double strand break (DSB) repair pathways in plants
and their application in genome engineering. In genome engineering, after
targeted induction of DSBs researchers take advantage of the organisms’ own
repair mechanisms to induce different kinds of sequence changes into the
genome. Therefore, understanding of the underlying mechanisms is essential.
The chapter describes in detail the two main pathways of DSB repair in plant
cells, non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) and homologous recombination
(HR) and sums up what we have learned over the last few decades about them.
The chapter also summarises the different models that have been proposed
and set these into relation with the molecular outcomes of different classes of
© Burleigh Dodds Science Publishing Limited, 2021. All rights reserved.
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DSB repair. Moreover, it describes the factors that have been identified to be
involved in these pathways. Applying this knowledge of DSB repair should help
us to improve the efficiency of different types of genome engineering in plants.
The next chapter assesses advances in the generation of insertion-based
genome edits in plants. Tremendous progress has been achieved in the field
of gene editing in plants, such as with the use of zinc finger nucleases (ZFNs),
transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs), and clustered regularly
interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR). Because of the potential
advantages associated with mutant creation and crop germplasm innovation,
genome editing technology has been rapidly developed and widely used in
crop improvement in recent years. Chapter 3 documents some of the important
recent developments and applications of genome-editing tools, especially with
respect to gene knock-ins. It introduces the mechanism underlying knock-ins
and different outcomes of insertion. The chapter also discusses genome editing
tools and methods developed to improve insertion efficiencies. Additionally, the
chapter reviews the recent trends in genetic editing biotechnologies; several
strategies are being developed to further improve the efficiency of plant gene
knock-ins. Undoubtedly, CRISPR/Cas technology will boost the development of
new plant breeding techniques tremendously.
The subject of Chapter 4 is using viruses as vectors for the delivery of gene
editing reagents. A significant challenge for plant gene editing is the delivery
of editing reagents to germline or regenerable cells to recover heritable
genetic modifications. Reagent delivery using biolistics or Agrobacterium is
only possible with a limited range of species and genotypes, and inefficient
editing or lengthy tissue culture steps further limit throughput. Viruses are
natural vectors for nucleic acids, and both DNA and RNA plant viruses have
been engineered to extend or replace conventional vectors for delivery of
gene editing reagents. The chapter reviews aspects of viral biology essential
for engineering vectors, highlights landmark studies using viruses to overcome
traditional limitations in gene editing, and outlines important considerations
for the use of viral vectors in new systems or for new targets. Motivated by
fundamental differences in both their infection modes and utility as vectors,
DNA and RNA viruses are discussed separately.
Moving on from Chapter 4, Chapter 5 addresses the progress that has been
made in precise and predictable genome editing in plants with base editing.
Base editors are gene editing tools that allow targeted nucleic acid conversions,
most commonly C>T and A>G, through pairing of deamination domains with
impaired nucleases. Multiple deaminase domains and architectures have been
demonstrated in planta across a wide array of species, with both cytosine and
adenine base editing frequencies being observed at over 80%. The chapter
first focuses on progress that has been made in mammalian systems, then
moves on to discuss cytosine and adenine base editing in plants. A section
© Burleigh Dodds Science Publishing Limited, 2021. All rights reserved.
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on protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) accessibility is also included, followed by
a discussion on sequence diversification in crops, off-target base editing and
current applications of base editors in crops.
The next chapter analyses the advances in guide RNA design for editing
plant genomes using CRISPR-Cas systems. To date, many bioinformatic tools
have been developed to facilitate the design of sgRNAs for CRISPR-based
genome editing in eukaryotes. Chapter 6 focuses specifically on the general
rules for selecting target sites for genome editing using CRISPR-Cas technology
and summarises the bioinformatic tools that can be used to design sgRNA
sequences. It also discusses predicting the outcome of CRISPR-mediated
genome editing, before concluding with an overview of why designing a
sgRNA is a crucial step for CRISPR-based genome editing.
Chapter 7 focuses on the advances in assembling gRNA/Cas9 constructs
in genome editing of plants. It reviews the principles of CRISPR cloning in
binary vectors and the different methods and elements employed, including
the nucleases alternative to Cas9. It pays special attention to modular cloning
strategies and multiplexing tools as well as the engineering of expanded Cas
activities. Finally, the chapter includes a case study of the cloning of a ninegRNA multiplex construct and the analysis of its transformants in tobacco
plants.
The subject of Chapter 8 is strategies for CRISPR/Cas9-mediated genome
editing: from delivery to production of modified plants. Despite the conspicuous
and rapid development of genome editing tools, implementing this technology
in plants often remains constrained by our inability to regenerate fertile
genome-modified plants. Finding a viable combination of delivery method,
genome editing reagents, and plant regeneration system has often been both
crop-specific and crop-limited. Recent progress using morphogenic genes
such as Wuschel2 (Wus2) and Babyboom (Bbm) has alleviated some of these
crop-specific challenges, and along with other improvements, continues to
expand the range of plants that can be edited. The chapter focuses specifically
on delivery of genome editing components into plant cells, then moves on to
examine the delivery methods for genome editing reagents in terms of delivery
into single cells and intact tissues. A section on alternatives to DNA delivery is
also provided. This is followed by discussions on morphogenic genes and how
they can increase transformation efficiency, extend genotype range and permit
transformation in non-traditional explants.
Chapter 9 considers the advances in screening plants for edits and off
targets. Genome editing technology greatly accelerates the development of
plant molecular research and crop breeding. However, accurately detecting
mutations induced by sequence-specific nucleases between large-scale plants
produced from transformation become a challenge. The chapter introduces
some frequently used molecular methods of identify genome editing induced
© Burleigh Dodds Science Publishing Limited, 2021. All rights reserved.
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mutation or off-targets, which developed in recent years. It also discusses the
advantages and disadvantages of these methods and the scope of application,
providing a useful reference for researchers who will identify genome-edited
plants.
The next chapter assesses targeted modification of promoters. Although
most genome editing efforts focus on modifications to gene coding regions,
this chapter emphasizes genome editing of the upstream regulatory regions.
Thoughtful editing of the promoter region will ultimately lead to improved
plants, modified for more precise control of the intensity and specificity of
native gene expression. Chapter 10 presents an overview of the promoter
or upstream regulatory region of a gene and describes how this sequence is
defined and studied. It then describes how the composition and arrangements
of cis-regulatory elements within the promoter and the leading intron
associated with the promoter region have been studied using classical
transgenic approaches to reveal what regulatory components might be suitable
for genome editing approaches. Finally, the chapter offers some suggestions
for pursuit of promoter editing and gene expression modulation, which will
eventually lead to modified plants with an altered regulation of native gene
expression.
The final chapter of Part 1 reviews the regulation of genome edited crops.
To explore the regulation of genome edited crops, Chapter 11 describes
the regulatory systems adopted by different countries as well as how the
Cartagena Biosafety Protocol might apply. It finds there is a continuum of
oversight, with some countries applying their GMO biosafety laws to all
genome edited crops and other countries exempting certain genome edited
techniques and/or products from any special oversight. For countries with what
on the surface seem like similar regulatory policies, when their regulations are
applied to identical products, they often produce different results, which will
make international harmonization difficult. In addition, how much oversight
to impose on different crops tends not to be based on scientific evidence.
Finally, the regulatory treatment for multi-edited products is unclear. It will
take time and additional the development of additional genome edited crops
before there is sufficient clarity on how all types of genome edited crops will
be regulated.

Part 2 Applications
Part 2 opens with a discussion of genome editing of barley. Although barley
is of great importance for the brewing and animal feed industries and is
regarded as a model for small grain cereals, only a few results on targeted
gene modification using CRISPR/Cas endonuclease technology have been
published to date. Chapter 12 examines the frontiers and achievements of the
© Burleigh Dodds Science Publishing Limited, 2021. All rights reserved.
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currently used techniques in barley genome modification. It focuses specifically
on the expression systems used for targeted mutagenesis, enhancing plant
development and performance and also examines the molecular understanding
of resistance against plant pathogens. A section on targeted mutagenesis
for molecular farming purposes is also included. The chapter concludes by
emphasising the importance of developing genome editing techniques in
barley.
Moving on from Chapter 12, Chapter 13 focuses on genome editing of
maize. Developed over thousands of years largely through human intervention,
the modern maize genome can now be precisely modified for agricultural
improvement and scientific research. The chapter focuses on the recent progress
that has been made in utilizing site-specific nuclease (SSN) technologies in
maize genome engineering. Many SSNs, such as meganucleases, zinc finger
nucleases (ZFNs), transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs) and
clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeat (CRISPR)/CRISPRassociated proteins (Cas) have been used in maize for both functional analysis
and trait improvement. The chapter summarizes the recent innovations related
to maize genome editing using SSN technologies, the type of approaches,
target genes and traits, and reagent delivery methods. It also discusses the
current challenges as well as potential improvements for maize genome
engineering protocols.
Chapter 14 addresses genome editing in sorghum. Genetic engineering
plays a key role in plant functional research and genetic improvement. A novel
and powerful gene editing technique, CRISPR/Cas9, which was developed from
a type II bacterial immune system, opened up a new era in precision genetic
engineering in plants. This technique is based on a non-permanent transgene
system and is starting to be adopted for precise gene editing in major cereal
crops. It offers tremendous potential to accelerate crop improvement in a
way that potentially reduces or eliminates the cumbersome and expensive
regulatory processes associated with traditional transgenic crops. The chapter
describes the advance of gene editing applied to sorghum, a drought
tolerant C4 crop, and a successful strategy of CRISPR/Cas9 mediated gene
family editing to improve sorghum digestibility and protein quality. It also
discusses future prospects of CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing for sorghum genetic
improvement.
The next chapter examines CRISPR/Cas9-mediated genome editing in
Brassica. CRISPR/Cas9 is a valuable tool for both basic and applied research
that has been widely applied to different plant species. Chapter 15 reviews
the application of the CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing toolkit in various Brassica
crops. The chapter also provides a case study in Brassica napus, specifically
describing how mutants are generated using the CRISPR/Cas9 toolbox.
Collectively, the results demonstrate that CRISPR/Cas9 is an efficient tool for
© Burleigh Dodds Science Publishing Limited, 2021. All rights reserved.
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creating targeted genome modifications at multiple loci in B. napus. These
findings open many doors for biotechnological applications in oilseed crops.
Chapter 16 focuses on genome editing of tomatoes and other Solanaceae.
Application and effectiveness of different editing approaches based on
CRISPR/Cas of solanaceous species are outlined in this chapter. The chapter
begins by discussing gene editing proof-of-concept investigations, which
is then followed by a review of DNA sequence insertion. The chapter moves
on to examine base editing and modification of gene function for improved
disease tolerance, specifically focusing on Solanaceae species. Gene editing to
affect fruit and tuber quality is also discussed and a section on plant growth and
development modifications is provided. The chapter also provides a case study
on application of gene editing for de novo domestication.
The final chapter of the book examines genome editing of woody
perennial trees. Chapter 17 discusses the challenges facing woody perennial
trees, namely the heterozygosity of outcrossing species and limited genomic
resources. Gene knockouts (KO) represent the predominant applications of
the CRISPR technology in woody perennial crops to date and will be the focus
of this chapter. The issues considered for gene KO are generally applicable
to other CRISPR applications targeting regulatory sequences or non-coding
genes. Case studies from the Populus 4-coumarate:CoA ligase (4CL) family
are presented to demonstrate the power of CRISPR in elucidating functional
redundancy as well as specificity of duplicated genes in a perennial woody
species.

© Burleigh Dodds Science Publishing Limited, 2021. All rights reserved.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Why consider TALENs?
Given the ease of use, proven efficacy, and focused attention on CRISPR/Cas
systems (‘CRISPR’) for genome editing, it is reasonable to ask why anyone
should consider using transcription activator-like (TAL) effector nucleases
(TALENs). Of the four main site-directed nucleases used to date for genome
editing—zinc finger nucleases, meganucleases, TALENs, and CRISPR (reviewed
in Carroll, 2014; Bogdanove et al., 2018)—CRISPR, is by far the most widely
used. In contrast to the other reagents, targeting CRISPR to a sequence of
choice is a simple matter of generating an RNA construct that hybridizes to
that sequence. The specificity of the other nucleases is determined by their
direct interactions with the DNA and thus requires protein engineering to
customize. This is most challenging for meganucleases, which recognize long
sequences (typically 12–40 bases and up to 60 bases (Stoddard, 2014)) through
DNA contacts that are structurally complex. It is less so but still arduous for
zinc finger nucleases, in which individual structural units (‘fingers’) specify
triplet nucleotides in the bound DNA sequence but are influenced by the
neighboring fingers. TAL effectors emerged as the first truly modular DNAbinding proteins, their specificity being determined by polymorphic structural
repeats that individually and independently specify single nucleotides in the
http://dx.doi.org/10.19103/AS.2020.0082.02
© Burleigh Dodds Science Publishing Limited, 2021. All rights reserved.
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bound DNA sequence, in a contiguous fashion. TALENs are customized simply
by assembling an array of repeats in the TAL effector domains that specify the
desired sequence. Several efficient protocols using publicly available libraries
of repeat modules have been developed for low-cost assembly in as little as
three days using standard molecular biology techniques. Along with the ease
of engineering TALENs, there are three important features of TALENs distinct
from CRISPR that make these reagents worth considering, described below.

1.2 TALENs target long sequences
TALENs are described in detail in the next section of this chapter. Relevant
here, they function as two monomers that bind distinct sequences on the DNA
separated by a short spacer and on opposite strands. Generally, TAL effectorbinding sites are no shorter than 12 bases and can measure as long as 30 or
more bases (Boch and Bonas, 2010). Thus, the two monomers together specify
a binding site length rivaling that of meganucleases, likely to be unique even
within a large genome. This contrasts with the 20 base recognition sequence
common for CRISPR. Theoretically, TALEN monomers could be designed
with super-long repeat arrays. However, extending a repeat array past about
18 repeats has been observed to decrease overall specificity by increasing
the non-specific affinity for DNA, while leaving affinity for the targeted DNA
sequence relatively unchanged (Rinaldi et al., 2017).

1.3 TALENS offer the potential for specificity tuning
Different repeat types in TAL effectors differ not only in their base preference but
in the stringency of that preference. Indeed, there are highly specific repeat types
for each of the four bases, there are repeat types with dual specificity, and there
are ‘wildcard’ repeat types that are able to accommodate any of the four bases
(Miller et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2014). Thus, a repeat array could be assembled to
judiciously relax specificity at particular positions, enabling targeting of multiple,
moderately conserved sequences that match a consensus. With CRISPR, in
which target recognition is governed by Watson and Crick base pairing, this can
be achieved by introducing multiple gRNAs. But where the number of gRNAs
needed becomes a limiting factor, TALENs could be a useful alternative, taking
advantage of different repeat types to tune the specificity to capture the range
of sequences desired (discussed further in Bogdanove et al., 2018).

1.4 The TALEN intellectual property landscape is settled
In contrast to CRISPR, for which (at the time of this writing) an intellectual
property (IP) dispute continues, ownership of the dominant IP for TALENs is
© Burleigh Dodds Science Publishing Limited, 2021. All rights reserved.
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uncontested. The TAL effector-DNA binding ‘code’ was patented by members
of one of the groups that co-discovered it (Boch et al., 2009), and rights to
that intellectual property are managed by the 2Blades Foundation, a non-profit
organization dedicated to advancing technologies to improve crop disease
resistance. For uses outside of plants, 2Blades licensed the code exclusively to
ThermoFisher Scientific. For uses in plants, however, 2Blades retains the rights
to grant additional licenses. For the TALEN technology itself, the University of
Minnesota and Iowa State University own the rights but granted an exclusive
license to the biopharmaceutical company Cellectis. Cellectis established the
subsidiary Calyxt, an independent company now that uses TALENs to develop
healthier food crops. Commercial use of TALENs requires licenses both from
2Blades and from Calyxt. Depending on the specific architecture and delivery
methods used, additional licenses from these or other parties may be required.
The remainder of this chapter describes how TALENs work, discusses how
they have been used in plant genome editing, and provides a brief overview of
the workflow for a TALEN-mediated genome editing experiment.

2 How TALENs work
TALENs create targeted double-strand breaks in DNA for genome editing via
non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) or homology-dependent repair (HDR)
(Carroll, 2014). Each TALEN monomer is a fusion of a customized TAL-effector
DNA recognition and binding domain to the N-terminus of the non-specific
catalytic domain of the Type IIS restriction endonuclease FokI. FokI functions
as a dimer. Thus, TALEN monomers function in pairs, binding the DNA on
opposite strands and on opposite sides of a short-spacer sequence, in a tailto-tail orientation, so that the FokI domains come together across that spacer
to make the break (Fig. 1a). TAL effectors in their native context are produced
by members of the plant pathogenic bacterial genus Xanthomonas, which,
upon interacting with the host plant, secrete them into the host nucleus, where
the proteins mimic host transcription factors by binding to and activating
specific sequences in promoters of host genes that may contribute to disease
development, or trigger defense (Christian et al., 2010). A TAL effector is
structurally composed of an N-terminal secretion signal, a central repeat region
(CRR) with nearly identical direct repeats of 33–35 amino acid residues followed
by a truncated half repeat with 20 amino acids, and a C-terminal region with
nuclear localization signals and an acidic activation domain. TAL effectors,
including the CRR, are highly conserved, except at positions 12 and 13 in each
repeat, which are together known as the repeat-variable-diresidue (RVD). The
RVD of each repeat determines its base specificity, such that the sequence
of RVDs across the CRR determines the overall DNA sequence specificity of
the protein (Boch et al., 2009; Moscou and Bogdanove, 2009). Importantly,
© Burleigh Dodds Science Publishing Limited, 2021. All rights reserved.
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Figure 1 TALEN structure and mechanism of DNA recognition: (a) A TALEN drawn by
David Goodsell from PDB files 1FOK (nuclease/DNA) and 3UGM (TALE/DNA); CC license
3.0. The paired TAL effector-FokI fusion proteins bind the DNA in tail-to-tail orientation.
The TAL effector domains are blue, the FokI domains are green, and the DNA is orange;
(b) Ribbon cartoon views of TAL effector PthXo1 bound to DNA. Left to right: the full
complex viewed along the long axis of the DNA, an end view of the complex, and a
zoomed view of a single repeat, with the RVD ‘HD’ interacting with cytosine in the plus
strand of the DNA. Images reprinted with permission from Bogdanove et al. (2018); (c)
Base specificities and relative binding contributions of commonly used RVDs, determined
by Miller et al. (2011). Data were generated by measuring relative binding in an ELISA of
a test TAL effector in which one repeat in the middle of the CRR was substituted with a
repeat harboring the indicated RVD, on DNA targets with an A, G, C, or T at the position
corresponding to that repeat. The slices of each pie represent the ELISA signal for the
TAL effector with that RVD on the target with that base, and the overall size of the pie
represents the sum of those relative binding affinities.

TAL effectors bind efficiently only when the CRR-defined DNA sequence
is preceded by a ‘T’. A ‘C’ is sometimes tolerated, but is thought to reduce
binding affinity (Yu et al., 2011; Miller et al., 2011; Sun et al., 2012). Immediately
N-terminal to the CRR, a ‘cryptic’ repeat that does not contain RVDs appears to
contribute to the specificity for this initial base, in a structurally complex way
(Doyle et al., 2013). Each repeat in a TAL effector comprises two alpha helices,
with the RVD at the interhelical loop, and the overall protein wraps the DNA as
a super helix, tracking the major groove, with the RVDs of each repeat oriented
© Burleigh Dodds Science Publishing Limited, 2021. All rights reserved.
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inward for base-specific contacts (Mak et al., 2012; Deng et al., 2012) (Fig. 1b).
The most common RVDs in nature, HD, NI, NG, NN, NS, and N* (missing the
second amino acid of the RVD), respectively specify C, A, T, G/A, A/T/G/C and
C/T (Moscou and Bogdanove, 2009; Boch et al., 2009), and the less common
RVD NH specifies G (Streubel et al., 2012). For engineering, this small set thus
provides RVDs specific for each of the four bases, two dual specificity RVDs, and
a wildcard (Fig. 1c). As further detailed in this chapter later, generating a TALEN
with the desired DNA sequence specificity is a simple matter of assembling
a sequence of repeats with the necessary RVDs selected from among this set
into the CRRs of the respective monomer constructs. Specificity and affinity
contributions for all 400 possible RVDs have been characterized (Miller et al.,
2015; Yang et al., 2014) and offer even greater potential for specificity tuning.

3 How have TALENs been used?
The precision, efficiency, and ease of use of TALENs offer great potential for
a wide range of applications to accelerate crop improvement. TALEN-based
genome editing is capable of yielding different types of mutations in target
sequences, including targeted gene knockout, replacement, insertion, and
large deletions and chromosomal rearrangements (Gurushidze et al., 2014;
Sawai et al., 2014; Forner et al., 2015; Kelliher et al., 2017; Li et al., 2016b; Butler
et al., 2016; Budhagatapalli et al., 2015; Wendt et al., 2013; Christian et al.,
2013), and since the first two proof of principle reports of TALEN-based editing
in Arabidopsis protoplasts and Nicotiana benthamiana leaves in 2011 (Cermak
et al., 2011; Mahfouz et al., 2011), TALENs have been used in a wide variety
of plant species including Arabidopsis, barley, Brachypodium, Brassica, maize,
N. benthamiana, potato, rice, sugarcane, soybean, tobacco, tomato, and wheat
(Table 1). TALENs have been applied in plants both to investigate gene function
and to create new varieties with desirable traits such as enhanced nutritional
content and biotic or abiotic stress tolerance (Table 1; reviewed also in (Zhang
et al., 2017; Malzahn et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018)).
Most TALEN-mediated genome editing studies have been NHEJ-based
(see Table 1). However, precise, HDR-based genome editing using TALENs has
been successfully implemented in N. benthamiana and tobacco (Zhang et al.,
2013; Mahfouz et al., 2011), barley (Budhagatapalli et al., 2015), potato (Forsyth
et al., 2016; Butler et al., 2016), rice (Li et al., 2016b), and tomato (Cermak et al.,
2015). To date, approximately 60 genes including protein-coding and nonprotein-coding genes have been targeted for editing using TALENs in plants.
Gene-regulatory regions have also been targeted by TALENs in some studies
(Li et al., 2012; Holme et al., 2017). As shown in Table 1, a large portion of
published studies is proof of concept and method development studies, which
helped to optimize TALENs in plants (e.g. Zhang et al., 2013).
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